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The 20th edition of the EuroMPI was organized by the University Carlos III of Madrid and held in Madrid, 15-18 September 2013 . The main topics of the meeting were benchmarking and performance analysis, programming models and new implementation techniques, networking and communication protocols, I/O and memory management, traces analysis and validation, and algorithms and optimizations. In reaction to the call for papers that was first published late 2012, we received a total of 47 submissions by the (extended) submission deadline on 16 May. All 47 submissions were in scope, and were reviewed by program committee members (with only relatively few external referees) with each paper getting between three and five reviews. An effort was made to provide informative and helpful feedback to authors. Based on the reviews, the program chairs selected 22 submissions as regular papers, and 8 papers for presentation as posters. Regular papers were allotted 6 pages in the proceedings, and a 30 minute slot for presentation. In addition to the conference main track, the meeting featured two special workshops. The Special Session on Improving MPI User and Developer Interaction (IMUDI 2013) and the International Workshop on Parallelism in Bioinformatics (PBio 2013).
This special issue includes extended and revised versions of six selected papers presented at the conference.
In the paper entitled ''Enabling Communication Concurrency Through Flexible MPI Endpoints'' by Dinan et al., the authors describe the MPI endpoints extension, which relaxes the longstanding one-to-one relationship between MPI processes and ranks. Using endpoints, an MPI implementation can map separate communication contexts to threads, allowing them to drive communication independently. Endpoints also enable threads to be addressable in MPI operations, enhancing interoperability between MPI and other programming models. In addition, the authors illustrate through several examples that endpoints address the problem of interoperability between MPI and parallel programming systems that utilize threads.
Symeonidou et al. contribute with ''Distributed Region-based Memory Allocation and Synchronization'', where they present a region-based allocator that implements a global address space abstraction for MPI programs with pointer-based data structures. The main features of DRASync are: it amortizes communication among MPI processes to allow efficient parallel allocation in a global address space; it takes advantage of bulk deallocation and good locality with pointer-based data structures. Finally, DRASync supports ownership semantics of regions by MPI processes akin to reader-writer locks, which makes for a high-level, intuitive synchronization tool in MPI programs, without sacrificing message-passing performance.
In ''An Evaluation of MPI Message Rate on Hybrid-Core Processors'', Barrett et al. analyze the ability of simple and more complex cores to perform MPI matching operations for various scenarios in order to gain insight into how MPI implementations for future hybrid-core processors should be designed. The authors compare throughput-oriented cores to University Carlos III of Madrid, Spain single-thread optimized cores in terms of the ability to perform MPI match processing. The intent of this study is to gain insight into the ability of throughputoriented cores to adequately perform MPI matching and to better understand how MPI implementations on future hybrid-core processors should allocate computing resources to try to optimize performance-critical MPI operations.
Collective MPI communications have to be executed in the same order by all processes in their communicator and the same number of times, otherwise it is not conforming to the standard and a deadlock can occur. As soon as the control-flow involving these collective operations becomes more complex, in particular including conditionals on process ranks, ensuring the correction of such code is error-prone. The paper ''PARCOACH: Combining Static and Dynamic Validation of MPI Collective Communications'' by Saillard et al. proposes a static analysis to detect when such situation occurs, combined with a code transformation that prevents deadlocking. They show with several benchmarks the small impact on performance and the ease of integration of their techniques in the development process.
In ''Extreme-scale Computing Services Over MPI: Experiences, Observations and Features Proposal for Next Generation Message Passing Interface'' by Zounmevo et al., the authors present their experiences in using MPI as a network transport for a large-scale distributed storage system. The authors discuss the features of MPI that facilitate adoption as well as aspects which require various workarounds. Based on use cases, the authors derive a wish-list for both MPI implementations and the MPI forum to facilitate the adoption of MPI large-scale persistent services.
Finally in the paper ''Optimization of MPI collective operations on the IBM Blue Gene/Q Supercomputer'', Kumar et al. present scalable algorithms to optimize MPI collective operations by taking advantage of the various features of the Blue Gene/Q torus and collective networks. The authors accelerate summing of network packets with local buffers by the use of the Quad Processing SIMD unit in the Blue Gene/Q cores and executing the sums on multiple communication threads supported by the optimized communication libraries.
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